INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMES

- Department of Computer Science
  (Image, Big Data, AI, Cybersecurity, Networks)

- Department of Systems Engineering
  (Electronics, Embedded Systems, Industrial Engineering)

- Department of Health, Environment and Energy
  (Biotechnologies, e-Health, Energy)

- Department of Management
  (Management of Technologies Innovation and Society)
The heart of the green East-side Paris Region with 25 min public transports down to Paris center

Enter the virtual visit of ESIEE Paris
https://www.esiee.fr/fr/ecole/visite-virtuelle
Paris, central place in Europe
Graduate School of Technological Innovation

- Public Body of the *Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Paris Region*
- Created in 1904 under the name « Breguet School »
- 2200 students, 110 faculty members (research and teaching)
- 10000+ alumni, 1 Turing Award (Yann Lecun, Facebook)

- 3 joint research labs with CNRS and PhD doctoral schools
- 115 academic partners abroad in 41 countries, 10% international students
- Founding member of Université Gustave Eiffel
  (national university of research – 15000 students – 5000 staff)
High S&T level and project-oriented Education

- E1
- E2
- E3 – 3month
- E4 – full year hub
- E5 – PEPITE
- PhD & Post-doc
Rankings among best 5-year Graduate School in France

#5th among best in France  
#1st in Paris Region

Happy Index at schools

#6th by students among the best schools and universities to study in

Best Universities worldwide

#Top 25th by U-Multirank in the category “interdisciplinary publications”

Shanghai Ranking - Université Gustave Eiffel

#Top 701-800th worldwide - Enter the Shanghai ranking, as of its 1st year of creation
Programs 100% taught in English

- M.Sc. Management of Technology - Information Systems (MOTIS)
- M.Sc. Connected Objects, Devices and Systems (CODS)
- Master in Artificial Intelligence and Cybersecurity (AIC)

- The French’South-African Institute of Technology (F’SATI)
  25 years celebration soon in 2021
To produce **hybrid managers** working at the interface of Management & Technology in an international context with their operational environment in an intercultural environment.

**MoTIS**

Management of Technology

Management

Information Systems

French Touch

*The 8th best master* according to the ranking [Eduniversal 2019](#) with 4 stars!
M.Sc. CODS – Connected Objects, Devices and Systems
Sensing & connecting the city

 ➤ A MSc dedicated to the Internet of Things
   • Electronic systems, wireless sensors network
   • Radio-Communications, antennas, optoelectronics
   • Sensors, energy harvesting

 ➤ A unique program-training "to" and "by" research
   • A MSc “research oriented”, but with a lot of industrial stakeholders

 ➤ A unique research environment
   • 600 m² 3rd generation clean-room dedicated to academic research and business support

 ➤ Ideal path to the R&D in the industry or to a PhD program

URL Link: CODS
Master Artificial Intelligence and Cybersecurity
Master of excellence – diplôme d’ingénieur

- **A unique highest-level Master degree in an hot topic**
  - Computer science
  - Artificial Intelligence
  - Cybersecurity
  - Elective courses

- **Walk in the path of a famous ESIEE alumni : Yann Lecun**
  - Director of the AI lab of Facebook
  - Laureate of the Turing Prize 2019

- **A unique connection to research and industry**
Student life at ESIEE PARIS

- More than 30 sports and 20 clubs
- ESIEE Space and ESIEE Junior entreprise
- A Residence on Campus
- A strong international Club

A rich and active student life
Tuition fees

- M.Sc. Management of Technology - Information Systems (MOTIS) 10,500€ / 18 months
- M.Sc. Connected Objects, Devices and Systems (CODS) 8,500€ / year (M1+M2)
- Master in Artificial Intelligence and Cybersecurity (AIC) 8,100€ / year (M1+M2)

Living costs: ~800€ / month

- Campus residence ~500€/month
- Living costs ~300€/month
Scholarships of excellence

 › **Eiffel Scholarship**
   - Deadline of application: Dec 6th, 2020
   - Bursary for excellent students (Top 3 best universities of each country, Top 10% students)

 › **Scholarship from CampusFrance / French Embassy**
   - Connect to the local Campus France

 › **University Eiffel – ESIEE Paris Graduate Program Scholarship**
   - Bursary for excellent students for the MSc CODS only
97 %
Placement rate (6 months after graduation)

80 %
Have found a job before graduating

40239€
Average initial salary

(Source : 2018 survey considering 2017 alumni)

Internship
• 6-month internship in M2
• 3-4 month internship in M1
Application requirements

> 4-year Bachelor’s degree in related field

- A certificate of English as a medium of instruction in previous education
- CV, transcripts, copy of degree
- Recommendation letter

Apply on-line: https://www.esiee.fr/en/programmes/international-masters

- Beginning of application: 2020 Nov 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Application deadline: 2021, June 12\textsuperscript{th} (CODS, AIC), June 20\textsuperscript{th} (MOTIS)
Write us at: intmaster@esiee.fr

Web: https://www.esiee.fr/en/programmes/international-masters

Meet us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/esiee.paris.international/